The type of the entity being described is one of the key pieces of information in linked data knowledge graphs. In this article, we introduce a novel technique for type inference that extracts types from the free text description of the entity combining lexico-syntactic pattern analysis with supervised classification. For lexicosyntactic (Hearst) pattern-based extraction we use our previously published Linked Hypernyms Dataset Framework. Its output is mapped to the DBpedia Ontology with exact string matching complemented with a novel co-occurrence-based algorithm STI. This algorithm maps classes appearing in one knowledge graph to a different set of classes appearing in another knowledge graph provided that the two graphs contain common set of typed instances. The supervised results are obtained from a hierarchy of Support Vector Machines classifiers (hSVM) trained on the bag-of-words representation of short abstracts and categories of Wikipedia articles. The results of both approaches are probabilistically fused. For evaluation we created a gold-standard dataset covering over 2,000 DBpedia entities using a commercial crowdsourcing service. The hierarchical precision of our hSVM and STI approaches is comparable to SDType, the current state-of-theart type inference algorithm, while the set of applicable instances is largely complementary to SDType as our algorithms do not require semantic properties in the knowledge graph to type an instance. The paper also provides a comprehensive evaluation of type assignment in DBpedia in terms of hierarchical precision, recall and exact match with the gold standard. Dataset generated by a version of the presented approach is included in DBpedia 2015.
Introduction
One of the most important pieces of information in linked data knowledge graphs is the type of the entities described. The next generation linked open data enabled applications, such as entity classification systems, require complete, accurate and specific type information. However, many entities in the most commonly used semantic knowledge graphs miss a type. For example, DBpedia 3.9 is estimated to have at least 2.7 million missing types with the percentage of entities without any type being estimated at 20% [1] . Type inference has thus received increased attention in the recent years, with the approaches proposed taking either of the two principal paths: statistical processing of information that is already present in the knowledge graph, or extraction of additional types from the free text. In this article we introduce a novel technique for type inference which combines lexico-syntactic analysis of the free text and machine learning. This combined approach can complete types for about 70% of Wikipedia articles without a type in DBpedia.
Our previously published Linked Hypernyms Dataset (LHD) framework [2] extracts types from the first sentence of Wikipedia articles using lexicosyntactic patterns. In this work we extend it with Statistical Type Inference (STI) which helps to map LHD results to the DBpedia Ontology used by the native DBpedia solution. STI algorithm is a generic co-occurrence-based algorithm for mapping classes appearing in one knowledge graph to a different set of classes appearing in another knowledge graph provided that the two knowledge graphs contain common set of instances. In our setup, our target knowledge graph is DBpedia, and the source knowledge graph is LHD.
There are many articles for which lexico-syntactic patterns fail to extract any type. To address this, we employ Support Vector Machines (SVMs) trained on the bag-of-words representation of short abstracts and categories of Wikipedia articles. This supervised machine learning approach gives us a second set of entity type assignments.
In order to exploit the complementary character of the co-occurrence based STI algorithm and the supervised SVM models, we implement an ontology-aware fusion approach based on the multiplicative scoring rule proposed for hierarchical SVM classification. The hSVM algorithm can also be used separately as a language independent way to assign types since it uses abstract or categories as input feature set and it does not require languagespecific preprocessing.
We validate our work on DBpedia 2014 [3] , one of the most widely used Wikipedia-based knowledge graphs, the algorithmic approach is applicable also to the YAGO knowledge base [4] , as well as to other semantic resources which contain instances (entities) that are a) classified according to a taxonomy, and b) described with a free text definition.
The evaluation of our algorithms is performed on DBpedia using a gold standard dataset comprising more than 2,000 entities annotated with types from the DBpedia ontology using a crowdsourcing service.
The dataset generated with an earlier version of our approach is part of the DBpedia 2015-04 release as Inferred Types LHD dataset.
Parts of the work presented in this article have been published within the conference paper "Towards Linked Hypernyms Dataset 2.0: complementing DBpedia with hypernym discovery and statistical type inference (Kliegr and Zamazal, 2014 )" [5] . This article extends the conference paper by introducing the hierarchical SVM approach and by performing extensive evaluation on the contributed gold standard dataset allowing the community to track progress in accuracy and coverage of entity typing and extraction tools. Also, the review of related work was substantially expanded.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work, focusing on approaches for inference of entity types in DBpedia. Section 3 gives an overview of our approach. Section 4 describes how our LHD framework extracts types from the first sentence of Wikipedia articles and disambiguates them to DBpedia concepts. Section 5 presents the proposed algorithm for statistical type inference. Section 6 introduces the hierarchical support vector machines classifier. Section 7 describes the fusion algorithm. Section 8 presents the evaluation on the crowdsourced content and comparison with the state-of-the-art SDType algorithm and the DBpedia infobox-based extraction framework. The conclusions provide a summary of the results and an outlook for future work.
Related work
Completing missing types based on statistical processing of the information already present in the knowledge graph is in current research approached from several directions: a) RDFS reasoning, b) obtaining types through the analysis of the unstructured content with patterns, c) machine learning models trained on labeled data, d) unsupervised models that perform inference from statistical distributions of types, instances and the relations between them.
The four approaches listed above are covered in Subsection 2.1-2.4. Subsection 2.5 covers the comparison of our STI/hSVM with SDType, which is a state-of-the-art unsupervised algorithm actually used for type inference in DBpedia 3.9 and DBpedia 2014. Subsection 2.6 motivates our choice of hSVM as a suitable machine learning classifier. Since we perceive the crowdsourced gold standard as an important element of our contribution, Subsection 2.7 reviews methods and resources for evaluation of algorithms that assign types to DBpedia entities. Table 1 gives an overview of selected related algorithms in terms of the methods and input features used and provides a comparison with our solution described in this article. A recent broader overview of approaches for knowledge graph refinement is present in [6] .
RDFS Reasoning
The standard approach to the inference of new types in semantic web knowledge graphs is RDFS reasoning. There are two general requirements enabling RDFS reasoning. First, these graphs need to have domain and range for properties specified and, second, they need to contain the corresponding RDF facts employing the defined properties. However, since according to common ontology design best practices (e.g. in Noy et al. [11] ), domain and range should be defined in a rather general way, the inferred types tend not to be very specific. Also, type propagation goes upward along the taxonomy as a result of interaction of the subsumption knowledge from the ontology with the RDF facts from a dataset. Hence, RDFS reasoning usually cannot infer a specific type (i.e. type low in the hierarchy).
Furthermore, it is well known that RDFS reasoning approach will not correctly work for problems where the knowledge graph contains false statements (which is the case for DBpedia), since the errors are amplified in the reasoning process. Additional discussion on unsuitability of reasoners for type inference in DBpedia has been presented by Paulheim and Bizer in [8] .
Pattern-based analysis of unstructured content
Major semantic knowledge graphs DBpedia and YAGO are populated from the semistructured data in Wikipedia -infoboxes and article categories using extraction framework that primarily relies on hand-crafted patterns. Approaches that extract types from the free text of Wikipedia articles can be used to assign types to articles for which the semistructured data are either not available, or the extraction for some reason failed.
The analysis of the unstructured (free text) content also often involves hand-crafted patterns. Tipalo, presented by Gangemi et al. in [7] , covers the complete process of generating types for DBpedia entities from the free text of Wikipedia articles using a set of heuristics based on graph patterns. The algorithm starts with identifying the first sentence in the abstract which contains the definition of the entity. In case a coreference is detected, a concatenation of two sentences from the article abstract is returned. The resulting natural language fragment is deep parsed for entity definitions.
Our STI component uses as input types that were extracted from the free text with lexico-syntactic patterns with the Linked Hypernyms Dataset extraction framework presented in [12] . This framework proceeds similarly with Tipalo in that it extracts the hypernym directly from the POS-tagged first sentence and then links it to a DBpedia entity.
The accuracy of LHD matches the results for Tipalo algorithm -as reported by its authors in [7] -for the type selection subtask (0.93 precision and 0.90 recall). A detailed comparison between LHD and Tipalo is presented in [2] as well as a more extensive literature review on pattern-based extraction.
A conceptual disadvantage of pattern-based approaches is that they require relatively complex natural language processing pipeline, which is costly to adapt for a particular language. In contrast, the hSVM approach that we introduce in this article has essentially no language-specific dependencies, apart from basic tokenization, which makes its portability to another language comparatively straightforward.
Supervised methods
One of the first supervised approaches was, according to Paulheim and Bizer [1] , an iterative algorithm proposed in a relational data context by Neville and Jensen in [13] . The training instances are described by attributes derived from relations of the instance (object) to other instances (objects). Additionally, the high confidence inferred statements are inserted into the data and used in the subsequent inference process, which allows to define attributes that are dependent on the result of classification in earlier iterations.
In the experiments presented in the original paper the inferred property was the type (companies were classified by industry). The relations considered included subsidiary, owner and percentage owned for given owner. Example attributes included the number of subsidiaries and whether the company is linked to more than one chemical company through its insider owners. Interestingly, for a given instance the value of the latter attribute can change as the algorithm progresses through the iterations.
To the best of our knowledge, the first supervised type inference algorithm applied directly in the semantic web context to assign type was described by Sleeman and Finin in [14] . This approach uses information gain as a feature selection algorithm and Tipalo [7] linguistic parsing first two sentences of Wikipedia articles SDtype [8] co-occurrence analysis ingoing properties in DBpedia TRank [9] supervised machine learning (best -decision tree) schema and instance relations in DBpedia and YAGO "Autocomplete" [10] In addition to other differences to our approach such as a different input feature set, the two algorithms presented above take the flattened approach to classification, as they do not consider the taxonomical structure of target labels: each target label is a separate class. In contrast, our hSVM algorithm takes the hierarchical approach to classification, which has been shown by Liu et al. in [15] , to have a superior performance when large taxonomies are involved.
Another type of supervised approach is exemplified by the TRank system [9] , which ranks possible entity types given an entity and context. The TRank authors evaluated several typehierarchy and graph-based approaches that exploit both schema and instance relations. This work is not directly comparable to ours, because the aim of TRank is to select type for given entity mention in a longer context (sentence, paragraph, three paragraphs), while we aim to assign types for already disambiguated articles describing the entity. What is particularly relevant to our work is the evaluation methodology, as the collection of TRank algorithms was similarly to our work evaluated with crowdsourcing.
Unsupervised methods
Recently, several unsupervised machine learning algorithms for type inference emerged. Paulheim [10] describes the use of association rule mining to discover missing types for a specific entity. To improve scalability, a lazy association rule algorithm is used to learn only rules that are relevant for the types associated with the specific entity. The confidence value associated by the apriori algorithm with a rule is used as type confidence. If multiple rules predict the same type, their confidence scores are aggregated.
This algorithm bears some resemblance to the STI algorithm that we proposed in [5] (also covered in Section 5), since both algorithms exploit the occurrence of types. The association rule approach is more advanced in that if the entity has multiple types, all of them can potentially contribute to the type prediction.
The STI algorithm generates a universally applicable mapping from one type to a set of types, each associated with a confidence score. The final output of the algorithm is one type which is a compromise between specificity and reliability. The advantage of STI is thus speed, since the algorithm tries to infer the mapping for the relatively small number of types (such as dbpedia:Playwright), rather than individually processing all entities. Since the algorithm can also be applied to instances without any type previously assigned, STI can be expected to cover wider range of untyped entities than the association rule learning approach.
SDType, covered in detail in the next subsection, is a state-of-the-art algorithm for type inference proposed by Paulheim and Bizer [8] , which as its authors assert provides superior results in terms of F-measure compared to all the earlier approaches. The results of the SDType algorithm are also included in the official release of English DBpedia as the Heuristics dataset.
SDType algorithm
The SDType algorithm assigns types based on ingoing properties of the object. The properties are readily available in DBpedia as they have been extracted from the article infoboxes.
For each relation p (e.g. dbo:location) 2 the algorithm computes the conditional probability that a specific entity x is of certain type if x appears as a subject of the relation p. Likewise, a dual conditional probability is computed for x as the object of the same relation. Additionally, each relation p is assigned a weight, which reflects the discriminative power of the property.
SDType authors consider as untypeable e.g. lists or disambiguation articles. To limit the number of false statements that would be generated if these entities are reassigned with types, the initial step of SDType is to determine whether the entity is typeable using a machine learning classifier. The authors report that 5.5% of entities was found as not typeable. Our LHD generation process excludes entities listed in the DBpedia disambiguations dataset, which also corresponds to roughly 5.6% of entities for English DBpedia 2014.
Using the probability distributions associated with properties attached to an entity, the SDType algorithm outputs a confidence score for each entity-type pair. A predefined cutoff threshold balances the number of inferred types and their quality.
SDType assigns multiple types per entity. A higher confidence threshold assigns more types at lower precision. The self-reported precision at a confidence threshold producing on average 3.1 types is 0.99 (0.95 confidence at 4.8 types). Inspection of SDType results shows that while multiple types are assigned to a given entity, these are, in our observation, typically composed of a specific type and its supertypes. STI/hSVM assigns only the most specific type (cf. Example 1 and 2). It should be noted that SDType has the advantage that it can generate types also for entities which are derived from Wikipedia red links. This is impossible with both STI and hSVM algorithms, which require that the article contains a short abstract. However, if an article is not referenced from infobox of another article then it cannot be processed by SDType. For STI/hSVM this is not an obstacle.
It can thus be concluded that both SDType and STI/hSVM approaches are largely complementary both what concerns the algorithmic techniques used and the set of applicable untyped entities. Subsection 8.5 presents a comparison of SDType and STI/hSVM in terms of accuracy on a crowdsourced gold standard dataset.
Text categorization with SVM
In order to enhance type assignment provided by the STI algorithm, we introduce a supervised model trained on the bag-of-words representation of article content. In this way, we effectively cast the problem of assigning a type to an entity as a text categorization task. The entity-type assignments already present in DBpedia serve as the training data.
From the range of applicable machine learning algorithms, we opted for Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [16] . SVMs have been found to be more accurate than other standard machine-learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, neural networks and the Rocchio classifier on the text categorization task as reported in [17] . Experimental results presented within our evaluation (in Subsection 8.7) confirm the superior performance of lin-ear SVMs over other common classification algorithms in the flat text categorization task on our data. The SVM classifier is particularly suitable as it is scalable and has been previously successfully adapted to handle tasks involving large web taxonomies [17] . We adapt the hierarchical SVM approach (hSVM), where a separate classifier is built for all non-terminal leaves in the class hierarchy.
The complexity of flat SVMs is proportional to the number of target classes as reported in [15] . With SVMs in a hierarchical setup, there are several options. The sequential Boolean rule [17] or Pachinko-machine search [15] has typically a significant performance benefit for the testing phase, since for a given test instance an SVM model for class "c" is used only if its parent category classifies the test instance to class "c". Another approach is the multiplicative scoring rule [17] , which applies all SVM models and then combines their resulting models by multiplying the probabilities obtained by classifiers on individual levels.
The computationally efficient sequential Boolean rule was found to perform equally well as the multiplicative scoring rule and better than a flat SVM as reported in [17] . The way of merging the outputs of classification models on the individual layers is a major design choice for hierarchical classification algorithms. Since computational complexity is not a major design constraint for our use case, we opted for multiplicative scoring rule as it provides structurally more convenient output for fusion with our other approach, STI.
Evaluation of type assignment
An important part of our contribution is the evaluation of the accuracy of the inferred types and the comparison with the average accuracy in the original knowledge graph. Two fundamental approaches to checking the accuracy of the inferred types were given by Gangemi et al. in [7] : gold standard and type checking.
In the gold standard approach, one needs to create a dataset assigning each entity identifier (DBpedia URI) with one or more type URIs. Typically, several annotators participate on the design of the dataset. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting dataset is reusable as long as the system which is evaluated is able to assign types to the same set of entities. The disadvantage is that this evaluation scheme is not straightforward to apply. Requiring exact match between the assigned type and the gold standard implies that if the assigned type is more general than the gold standard (e.g. footballer vs. midfielder) then the assignment is considered as incorrect.
In the type checking approach, human users evaluate the accuracy of the types. In the Tipalo evaluation a three-value scale was available: yes, maybe, no. Similar evaluation scheme was also employed for YAGO [4] and LHD [2] .
The type checking evaluation scheme is not reusable and potentially difficult to reproduce. The evaluation, unless performed in an environment controlled by a third-party, may be difficult to repeat. It is common that the human evaluators are students or postdocs from the same department as are the authors of the algorithm that the evaluation is intended to support. The human evaluators may thus be under implicit pressure to judge more types as relevant than they would do under other circumstance. A second problem with this scheme is that it does not express how far the type assigned by the system is from the most specific type available in the reference ontology. For example, if the system assigns type "Person" to Diego Maradona it is counted as correct to the same degree as if the assignment is "Footballer".
In this article, we present a freely available gold standard dataset that can be used for evaluation of knowledge graphs that use types mappable to the DBpedia 2014 ontology. This gold standard dataset consists of over 2,000 entities with a type. The annotation process was performed using a third-party operated crowd-sourcing tool with a built-in interface for assignment of categories from a taxonomy. There was no direct contact between the authors and the annotators (three or four per entity-type assignment). The detection of under-performing annotators was handled automatically by the crowdsourcing tool. The design of the gold standard dataset was thus completely decoupled from the evaluation of the algorithm. To compare with, the gold standard used in the Tipalo tool was created for 100 entities and using annotation tool designed by the authors, the annotators were four senior researchers and six PhD students in the area of knowledge engineering.
Another broader evaluation setup that aimed at assessing the quality of data in DBpedia using crowdsourcing is presented by Zaveri et al. in [18] . This paper describes a methodology and a software tool for detecting errors in DBpedia. The authors identified 17 data quality problem types. The annotators evaluated in total 521 resources. While this research pioneers the use of crowdsourcing for evaluating DBpedia triples, it does not specifically report on the rdf:type relation, which is the focus of this article.
A very recent survey that scopes evaluation of type assignment is presented in [6] .
Overview of our approach
Our algorithmic solution to type inference consists of several components. The Linked Hypernyms Dataset [2] is used to extract types with lexico-syntactic patterns from the first sentence of Wikipedia articles. Part of the types are mapped to DBpedia ontology using reliable exact string matching. The remaining types are mapped using our co-occurrence based Statistical Type Inference algorithm. STI is a novel approach for mapping classes appearing in one knowledge graph to a different set of classes appearing in another knowledge graph provided that the two knowledge graphs contain common set of instances.
A parallel path to obtaining types for an entity is a supervised machine learning approach with Support Vector Machines (SVMs). Entities with already assigned types in DBpedia are used as a training set and the text of the abstract and the list of article categories are used as input features.
In order to fuse the outputs of all three models (STI, SVMs on abstract, SVMs on categories), we perform early fusion by aggregating (averaging) the individual probability distributions using the linear opinion pool [19, Chapter 9] . After that we combine the (already aggregated) distributions for individual classes in the class hierarchy. For this, we use either the Multiplicative Scoring Rule (MSR) designed for combining results of SVM models in a hierarchical setting, or a variant of the algorithm called Additive Scoring Rule (ASR).
Our approach consists of the following succession of steps:
1. Extracting types from free text with lexicosyntactic patterns using the LHD framework, resulting types are DBpedia resource. 2. Mapping types to DBpedia ontology with exact string matching (LHD Core).
Mapping remaining types with Statistical
Type Inference (STI), the result for each input type (in the DBpedia resource namespace) is a probability distribution over DBpedia Ontology classes. 4. Training SVM models for a subset of classes in the DBpedia ontology. 5. Applying SVM models to obtain prediction for given entity, the output for a given entity is a probability distribution over a subset of DBpedia Ontology classes. 6. The probability distributions output by the SVM models and STI are aggregated using linear opinion pool. 7. The aggregated probability distribution is processed with respect to the DBpedia ontology in order to make reliable choice of a specific type. 8. The results of LHD Core (step 2) and SVM and STI models are combined to create the final dataset.
It should be emphasized that most of the steps above correspond to individual components, which can also be used independently. Steps 1-2 are performed by the Linked Hypernyms Dataset Framework described in Section 4.
Step 3, the STI algorithm, is covered by Section 5. Steps 4-5 training and applying SVM models are covered in Section 6. Finally, steps 6-7 model fusion and final type selection are described in Section 7.
Linked Hypernyms Dataset
The Linked Hypernyms Dataset (LHD), introduced by Kliegr in [2] , associates DBpedia entities (corresponding to Wikipedia articles) with a type which is obtained by parsing the first sentences of the respective Wikipedia article. The type is initially a plain text string, which is further disambiguated to a DBpedia entity creating a "linked hypernym". Figure 1 shows that the dataset is partitioned into several subsets.
The Extension dataset contains types in the dbpedia.org/resource namespace. This provides the highest precision types, but also the least semantic interoperability.
The types of about 50% of entities (for English, less for other languages) can be mapped to a DBpedia ontology type using a simple string matching algorithm, constituting the Core dataset. An overview of LHD Core in terms of size and accuracy is given in Table 2 .
The entities with types extracted by the LHD framework but not mapped to the DBpedia ontology are used as input for the STI algorithm introduced in this paper. The remaining entities, for which the lexico-syntactic pattern extraction did not succeed, can be processed only with the hSVM approach, also introduced in this paper.
The Inference (Inferred types) dataset is published as a merge of all our approaches.
The remainder of this section briefly describes the individual steps of the LHD extraction framework: hypernym discovery, linking and the string matching approach leading to the Core dataset.
Hypernym Discovery
The Wikipedia manual of style [20] asserts that the page title should be the subject of the first sentence, and that it should tell the nonspecialist reader what, or who, the subject is. If the first sentence complies with these and other stated requirements, its structure can take only a limited number of forms, allowing a small number of hand-crafted patterns to cover most variations. Also, according to the Wikipedia Manual of Style "emphasis given to material should reflect its relative importance to the subject". Our decision to give preference to the first hypernym is based on the assumption that editors typically implement this clause by ordering hypernyms (e.g. occupations of a person) in the first sentence according to importance, starting with the most important one.
Our extraction framework exploits this regularity in the first sentence of Wikipedia articles. The framework is implemented on top of GATE. 4 The core of the system is a JAPE transducer (a GATE component) which applies lexico-syntactic patterns encoded as grammar in the JAPE language on the first sentence of Wikipedia articles.
The extraction grammars require that the input text is tokenized and assigned part-of-speech (POS) tags. For English, the framework relies on the AN-NIE POS Tagger, available in GATE, for German and Dutch on TreeTagger.
5 Extraction grammars were hand-crafted using a development set of 600 manually annotated articles per language. The process of designing the grammars is described in detail in [2] .
Example 3.
An example input for this phase is the first sentence of Wikipedia article on Václav Havel: Havel was a Czech playwright, essayist, poet, dissident and politician. The output is the word "playwright", the first hypernym in the sentence. The current version of the grammar outputs the head noun as the hypernym, not the complete noun chunk. Favouring head noun improves reliability as argued in [2] .
The output of the hypernym discovery phase is provided as a separate dataset providing plain text, not disambiguated hypernyms. The accuracy for this dataset (denoted as "plain") is reported in Table 2.
Linking Hypernyms to DBpedia Instances
Once the hypernym is extracted from the article, it is disambiguated to a DBpedia identifier. The disambiguation algorithm relies on the Wikipedia Search API to resolve the string to a Wikipedia article.
Example 4.
Picking up on the Václav Havel example, the word "playwright" is used as a query, which returns the Wikipedia article http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Playwright. This is then translated to the DBpedia URI http://dbpedia. org/resource/Playwright.
Even if this disambiguation approach is simple, it is effective as confirmed both by our evaluation (Table 2) and by the recent results of the NIST TAC 2013 English Entity Linking Evaluation task, where it performed at median F1 measure (overall) [22] . DBpedia already contains a predefined set of types within the DBpedia ontology namespace http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ (further abbreviated as dbo) such as dbo:Person or dbo:Work. The focus of the alignment phase is to map the original type, which is in the dbpedia namespace, to the dbo namespace.
The mappings are generated using a string matching algorithm, which requires total match in concept name (dbpedia:Person → dbo:Person). For these exact match mappings, only the dbo: type is output by the generation process.
This simple approach provides a mapping to the DBpedia ontology for a large number of entities across all three supported languages. However, in relative terms, this is less than 50% for each language as shown in Table 2 , the types for almost all the remaining entities are mapped with the STI algorithm covered in the next section.
A more detailed description of the LHD framework as well as additional size and evaluation metrics are presented in [2] .
Statistical Type Inference (STI)
The STI algorithm is a generic co-occurrencebased algorithm for mapping classes appearing in one knowledge graph to a different set of classes appearing in another knowledge graph provided that the two knowledge graphs contain common set of instances.
The algorithm thus works with two knowledge graphs, a primary knowledge graph KG associated with an ontology O KG , and a knowledge graph KG map that holds entity-type assignments that we desire to map to classes in O KG . Both knowledge graphs hold entity-type assignments.
STI is based on a simple co-occurrence principle. First, for a specific input type type map ∈ KG map it finds the distribution of types that are assigned in KG to the same entities as type map is in KG map . The problem addressed is that the most frequently co-occurring types are very generic and thus it is necessary to identify out of the pool of the cooccurring types (classes from O KG ) those providing the best compromise between specificity and correctness.
The approach comprises two successive algorithms. The Candidate generation algorithm generates a set of candidate O KG types for type map . The Candidate pruning and selection algorithm then performs removal of types for which a more specific one exists while maintaining reasonable trade off with correctness. From the types surviving the pruning, the type with the highest number of supporting entities is selected. A detailed description of the two algorithms follows.
Candidate generation (Algorithm 1) first identifies the set E that contains entities which have as 
The output of the Candidate generation algorithm can already be used for probabilistic type prediction for a given entity. This process is exemplified in Algorithm 3 (contained in Section 7), which outputs the conditional probabilities for the specified parent class in the target ontology.
The selection process (Algorithm 2) is two stage. In the pruning step, the algorithm iterates through the candidates removing those which are, as indicated by the numbers of supporting entities, only
Algorithm 1 Candidate Generation
Require: typemap a class which we desire to map, O KG a target ontology containing types to which the mapping should be performed, KG knowledge graph containing instances of classes from O KG , KG map knowledge graph containing instances of class typemap. Ensure: C -set of candidate mappings { type }, where type is class from O KG associated with probability 1: C := ∅ 2: E := set of instances of typemap in KG map 3: for entity∈ E do 4:
types := set of classes entity has in KG
5:
for type∈ types do
6:
if 
Support Vector Machines Classifiers
Since the set of target classes forms a hierarchy and we would like to experiment with fusing outputs of multiple models, we needed an algorithm that can output probability distributions, which can be easily aggregated in a hierarchical setup. SVMs meet this requirement, additionally this approach has a previous strong record in the hierarchical text categorization domain.
Our setup involves a knowledge graph KG containing entities, each associated with zero or more types. The types form an ontology (taxonomy) O KG . The purpose of the classifier is to assign the most specific correct type from the ontology to those entities in the knowledge graph KG that have a missing type. In order to train the classifier, existing entity-type assignments in KG are used as the training data. The entities are represented using a bag-of-words model created from the textual properties associated with the entities in KG. If an entity does not have the required textual property it is exempt from the processing.
As the classification algorithm, we use SVM with linear kernel, the choice of which is justified in Subs. 8.7. We also let the SVM implementation output probability distribution for all target classes, which is required by the fusion process.
Further, we describe our setup in a greater detail using DBpedia as the knowledge graph KG. In DBpedia there are multiple textual properties associated with most entities. To build the classifier, we selected two of them: short abstracts and article categories.
We should ideally have an SVM classifier for each non-leaf class in the DBpedia ontology. However, since multiple classes in the DBpedia ontology have only a few instances, better results are obtained if a dedicated classification ontology O cl is derived from the DBpedia ontology.
For each non-leaf type in the classification ontology, we create two classifiers: abstract classifier, which uses the text of the short abstract, and the cat classifier, which uses article categories (treated as text).
Once the classifiers have been trained, the classification models are applied to assign types to entities using the standard Multiplicative Scoring Rule approach or our Additive Scoring Rule approach. The latter has the advantage that it outputs more specific types. This section is organized as follows. The bag-ofwords feature set used by our classifier is described in Subsection 6.1. Subsection 6.2 covers the classification ontology. The final type selection from the prediction of the individual SVM models is performed after the STI results have been merged in. This is described in Section 7.
Feature Set
The dataset consists of instances that correspond to entities (articles) in Wikipedia. Each entity is represented with the bag-of-words vector space model, which is created from the short abstract and article categories as retrieved from DBpedia.
Short abstracts represent entity in a more concise way than full abstracts (e.g. John Forrest entity is described by 208 words and 1317 characters in the case of its full abstract and by 72 words and 447 characters in the case of short abstract). In our experience, short abstracts provide comparable results to full abstracts with lower computational demands.
Categories naturally reflect a type of a given entity to a certain extent. Interestingly, they are not necessarily shorter than short abstract. It should be emphasized that we treat the article category data as text.
During the pre-processing step, short abstracts and categories are lowercased and tokenized into separate words. Further, stop words along with numbers are removed and term frequencies are computed for each pre-processed token per given entity. In the case of categories we further applied noun stemming.
Classification Ontology O cl
Since a supervised model is applied, it is necessary to restrict the classification to types in the knowledge graph for which sufficient amount of training data (i.e. instances) is available.
In order to achieve this the DBpedia ontology is reduced to DBpedia types having at least 100 instances while preserving asserted hierarchical relationships. Second, DBpedia types having only one to four direct subclasses are removed. This implies that these removed DBpedia types are replaced by their DBpedia subtypes. All DBpedia types are subsumed by the most general class Thing in the classification ontology. The thresholds of 100 and 4 respectively were chosen based on small-scale experimentation of the data, additional performance improvement can be gained when these are result of proper parameter tuning.
It should be noted that we obtained slightly improved results when the automatically built classification ontology is further manually edited. We explored this possibility in one of our development prototype. Our conclusion is that the small improvement in accuracy does not offset the costs associated with this manual intervention into the classification process each time the DBpedia ontology is changed. From these experiments we include in the following at least several figures. While the particular numbers are slightly different from the automatic version, these figures can be used to illustrate the role of the classification ontology in our workflow.
Since the maximum depth of the manually edited ontology was set to three, we have three layers of SVM classifiers (see Figure 2 ). There is one global SVM classifier, 11 first level local SVM classifiers and 17 second level local SVM classifiers:
• The Global SVM classifier covers top level types from the DBpedia Ontology (i.e. subtypes of the most general class Thing).
• First level local SVM classifiers enable classification into subtypes of (some) top level types.
• Second level local SVM classifiers enable classification into subtypes of (some) types assigned by the first level local SVM classifiers. Table 3 contains details about the global SVM classifier and the first level local SVM classifiers, Table 4 covers second level SVM classifiers: types refers to the number of types the classifier distinguishes, entities refers to the number of entities on which the classifier was trained, attributes refers to the number of attributes (in the bag-of-words setting) the classifier works with and finally accuracy states how accurate the SVM classifier was in a tenfold cross-validation setting. 
Hierarchical Combination of Classifiers
The final step in our solution for type inference is merging the results of STI and SVM models and selecting the type that poses a compromise between specificity and reliability from the assigned ones.
The results of STI and the two SVM models (abstract and categories) are merged using linear opinion pool : the probability distributions output by the individual models are simply averaged. This is performed by Algorithm 4. The merging process also takes into account the situation that a prediction from a particular classifier may be missing for given class.
The SVM classifiers provide the function parent.prob classify(e) that for given entity e outputs the conditional probabilities for a particular parent concept (an individual SVM classifier). Algorithm 3 presents how a structurally compatible output can be generated from the STI output. This short algorithm addresses two principal points:
• Making a prediction for a specific entity as STI provides mapping for classes not entities.
• [17] for hierarchical classification of web content with SVMs. This algorithm takes on the input computed set of conditional probabilities from Algorithm 4 and propagates their values downward the taxonomy, removing classes with joint probability lower than a preset threshold. While this approach is very simple, we feature our implementation in Algorithms 5 and 6 for reference purposes.
One modification to Algorithm 5 we experimented with was averaging the probabilities rather than computing the joint probability by multiplying them. This modification aims at more reliable selection of the final type, while maintaining reasonable specificity of the selected type. With the MSR approach, the types associated with highest probability are the ones on the most general level of the ontology. Assignment of these types would not be very useful. With averaging as the aggregation operator the maximum can be on any level. We call this modification the additive scoring rule (ASR). We tried adapting the pruning for ASR since the confidence associated with subtype can be higher than of its supertype in the ASR approach, however, we found the current version in Algorithm 6 to work better.
We introduce two strategies for selecting one type per entity from the multiple types that can survive the pruning step in the following subsection.
Algorithm 4 Linear opinion pool for hierarchy
Require: e -entity to be classified, O cl Classification Ontology, cl -grid of |M | x |N | probabilistic classifiers, where N is the set of non-terminal types in O cl and M the set of modalities, classifier for some combination of m ∈ M and n ∈ N may not exist, weight wm for each modality, m∈M wm = 1 Ensure: prob -array of conditional probabilities associating every class c ∈ O cl except root (Thing) with a conditional probability of c given its parent p 
Final Type Selection
By default MSR approach returns set of types. In order to provide a classification result, the algorithm selects a final type from Candidates according to probabilities associated with each type.
We use two approaches to determine the final type from the output of Algorithm 5 (MSR or ASR):
• α strategy selects the type with maximum joint probability from non-top 6 leaf types. This approach is used in conjunction with the default MSR version of the algorithm.
• β strategy selects the type with maximum joint probability from all types. This approach is used in conjunction with the ASR version of the algorithm.
Evaluation
Due to the unavailability of a suitable evaluation resource, we decided to build a gold standard dataset that associates a DBpedia entity (a Wikipedia article) with a manually curated list of 6 That is leaf types with parent Thing. We obtained better results when these were excluded.
Algorithm 5 Multiplicative Scoring Rule -Computing joint probability Require: prob -conditional probability for c ∈ O cl \{T hing} given its parent p in O cl Ensure: jprob -joint probability for c ∈ O cl \{T hing} 
Algorithm 6 Multiplicative Scoring Rule -Pruning
Require: jprob -joint probability for c ∈ O cl \ {T hing}, threshold T Ensure: jprob -joint probability with some types removed 1: // proceeds breadth-first from root to leaf 2: for type ∈ classes from O cl \{T hing} do 3:
for subtype ∈ descendants(O cl , type) do
5:
remove subtype from jprob and from O cl 6: end for
7:
remove type from jprob 8: end if 9: end for 10: return jprob types from the DBpedia Ontology. Such dataset allows not only to report on performance of our approach, but also to provide a comparison with other algorithms in an objective way.
The annotation setup for the three gold standard datasets GS1, GS2 and GS3 is described in Subsection 8.1. Evaluation metrics are described in Subsection 8.2. Subsection 8.3 describes the setup of our algorithms and Subsection 8.4 presents their results. Subsection 8.5 provides a comparison with the SDType algorithm. Subsection 8.6 evaluates the quality of types in DBpedia and assesses the suitability of or approach for completing types for entities without any type in DBpedia.
Subsection 8.7 justifies the choice of linear SVMs as the base learner comparing performance with other common classification algorithms. Subsection 8.8 evaluates the effect of varying the TRADE-OFF parameter of the STI algorithm.
Building the Gold Standard
Since the task of assigning a final type to the entity described in English Wikipedia article does not necessarily need an expert we rely on collecting judgments from paid volunteer contributors via a crowdsourcing service.
We decided to perform crowdsourcing as opposed to expert annotation based on experimental evidence presented in a seminal article of Snow et al. [23] that evaluates the quality of crowdsourced annotations on five different natural language processing tasks. For all five task types the paper reports high agreement between Amazon Mechanical Turk non-expert annotations and expert labelers.
Task setup
For the crowd sourcing service we opted for CrowdFlower 7 as Amazon Mechanical Turk is not available for Europe. The annotation instructions asked the CrowdFlower workers to assign the most specific category (categories) from the presented taxonomy of categories for each Wikipedia article describing certain entity from the given list. The taxonomy used corresponded to the DBpedia 2014 ontology, which contains almost 700 DBpedia types. 8 The annotators were aided in the task Table 5 : Overview of evaluation dataset. Column entities denotes the number of entities in the annotation task (all), number of entities where annotators agreed on 'not found' category (nf ), number of entities where annotators agreed on 'disambiguation page' category (dp), number of entities where annotators did not agree based on majority vote (nma), number of entities with ground truth (gt) and the number of the "hard" entities -those with groundtruth for which there is no type in DBpedia (gt h ). Interannotator agreement is reported in terms of Krippendorff's alpha. Column workers reports the number of unique annotators. LHD Fusion 3.9 denotes the set of entities in DBpedia 3.9 for which a hypernym was extracted but not mapped with exact string matching to DBpedia Ontology, cf. Fig. 1 ). of locating the right class among the 700 candidates by the taxonomy annotation tool offered by the CrowdFlower platform, which enables the annotators to quickly browse through the taxonomy using fulltext queries. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the tool. It should be noted that it was up to the annotators to choose which part of Wikipedia articles they will read and identify types from,however, many of them might have opted only for reading the start of the article. This could have slightly favoured our SVM algorithm trained on short abstracts, and the evaluation of the LHD Core, which is based on the lexico-syntactic analysis of the article's first sentence.
The CrowdFlower platform has a wide range of setting for controlling the quality of the work done by its workers. Our setup was as follows:
• Only workers residing in the following countries were eligible: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States. The workers were Level 1 Contributors, which are described by the CrowdFlower service as accounting for 60% of monthly judgments and maintaining a high level of accuracy across a basket of jobs.
• Amount of 0.02 USD was paid for each annotated entity to a worker.
• The workers were given a quiz before starting a task with minimum of four test questions (entities to annotate). Only workers with accuracy of 30% or higher could continue in the task.
• To maintain high accuracy, additional test questions were asked as the workers were completing their job.
• A speed trap was put in place that eliminated workers who took less than 10 seconds to complete a task.
Concerning the appropriateness of the remuneration, [24] gives half-a-penny per question as the rule of thumb for payment on crowd sourcing services, which our remuneration exceeded. To further ensure that the pay is appropriate, we checked the satisfaction scores reported in the final questionnaire by the workers. On a 1-5 Likert scale (1 worst, 5 is best), the workers rated their remuneration on average between 3.1 to 4.0. None of the jobs had pay rating in the red band.
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Each entity was typically annotated by three to four workers. The CrowdFlower platform ensured that the annotations from workers who failed the test questions were replaced by untainted annotations.
Our setup can be somewhat compared the crowdsourcing evaluation performed in [9] . There the number of workers annotating each entity was similar to ours (three). Also, similarly to our setup, the workers were supposed to select only one best type. One major difference is that in [9] the workers were presented preselected types (with the option to enter a new type), while in our system they had to select the type from a larger fixed list of types. Another difference is that in [9] no majority type was selected for given entity. Instead, all types were used with a relevance score corresponding to the number of workers selecting the respective type.
Interannotator agreement
For measuring interannotator agreement we have opted for Krippendorff's alpha [25] (as implemented in [26] ), since this measure supports multiple annotators and is applicable to incomplete data. The values of Krippendorff's alpha as reported in Table 5 are in the 0.4 to 0.6 range which is considered as moderate agreement for kappa-like coefficients ( [27] cited according to [28] ). While some sources would consider already value below 0.8 as unacceptable for any serious purpose [25, Chapter 11, page 242] , it should be noted that our annotation task with hundreds of distinct concepts to choose from was exceptionally difficult. Also, when computing the α we used binary distance function (i.e. the similarity of two distinct yet semantically close annotations was not considered). Annotations assigning more than one concept were ignored for the purpose of computing the α value.
Gold standard datasets
The gold standard for given entity consists of all types that were assigned by at least two annotators to the entity. As a consequence, not all entities included in the annotation task are contained in the gold standard (cf. Table 5 ). The process of establishing the gold standard is illustrated by Example 9.
Example 9.
Wikipedia article describing August Nybergh entity was annotated in the following way by four annotators:
The first and the third annotator assigned two different most specific types. The final most specific type, having frequency at least two, is the Senator type. The Politician type was not added to the gold standard as it is a superclass of Senator.
Any redundant superclasses were removed as also illustrated by the example. The annotators could assign more than one most specific type to the entity. Multiple final types were assigned for less than 1% of entities in our initial annotation task, thus we ignored multiple types in our evaluation, selecting one type randomly in such cases for the gold standard. Besides categories corresponding to types in the DBpedia Ontology, annotators could select 'not found' category if they could not find the article or 'disambiguation page' category in case the article was a disambiguation page in their opinion. Entities with these categories are omitted from the gold standard. In order to foster reusability of the dataset as the evaluation ontology we used the most up-to-date released version of the DBpedia Ontology (2014) at the time.
The gold standard resulting from the annotation process is composed of three datasets depending on the subset of DBpedia/Wikipedia from which the entities to be annotated were drawn. Table 5 shows an overview of the three gold standard datasets, totaling 2214 entities with groundtruth.
Evaluation Metrics
We use four evaluation measures: exact precision, hierarchical precision, hierarchical recall and hierarchical F-measure. The first measure corresponds to precision which does not take into account the type hierarchy:
where P i is the set of the most specific types predicted for test example i, T i is the set of the true most specific type of test example i.
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The other three measures consider the type hierarchy. Hierarchical precision (hP), hierarchical recall (hR) and hierarchical F-measure (hF) are defined according to [29] as follows:
whereP i is the set of the most specific type(s) predicted for test example i and all its (their) ancestor types andT i is the set of the true most specific type(s) of test example i and all its (their) ancestor types.
Evaluated Setups
Our evaluation involves the following setups of our algorithms:
• LHD Core: lexico-syntactic patterns, extracted types were successfully mapped to DBpedia Ontology with exact string matching (LHD Core, approach published in [2] ).
• STI prune : lexico-syntactic patterns, type mapping was performed by the standalone STI with pruning (exact string matching failed).
• hSVM cat : hierarchy of SVM models trained on article categories with the final types selected with Multiplicative Scoring Rule (MSR).
• hSVM abstract : hierarchy of SVM models trained on article abstracts with the final types selected with MSR.
• hSVM text : hSVM cat and hSVM abstract merged with linear opinion pool using equal weights. 10 We measure Pexact only for algorithms that assign at most one type (P i and T i always contain at most one element).
• hSVM text ST I: all three models (hSVM cat , hSVM abstract , STI without pruning) were merged with linear opinion pool, the final types were selected with MSR.
• hSVM add text ST I: all three model results were merged with linear opinion pool, the final types were selected with ASR.
• Core+STI prune : merge of results of LHD Core and STI prune .
• The results of LHD Core and STI were generated by the LHD framework [12] and are available as part of the DBpedia 2014 release. The tradeoff threshold constant of STI was set to 0.6, which is a value that maximizes F-measure on GS 1 (refer to Subs. 8.8). Note that this threshold is used only in the standalone STI runs. Based on parameter tuning, the STI weight for linear opinion pool was set to 0.33.
All SVM models were also generated on DBpedia 2014. Threshold for MSR or ASR algorithms for combining SVM models was selected according to the maximum hF-measure based on evaluation on a different dataset. That is, for GS1 dataset we used the best hF-measure computed on GS3 and vice versa. The optimization step was 0.01.
For reference purposes, our evaluation also involves the following:
• SDT ype: SDType results for DBpedia 3.9 obtained from the DBpedia website.
11 11 The reason why we use 3.9 and not 2014 results is that the GS2 dataset designed for comparison of SDType results with our approach was generated on version 3.9. Since SDtype result for version 2014 does not contain many of these entities, the evaluation sample would be too small.
• DBpedia 2014. Entity type assignments in the DBpedia ontology namespace that are part of the English DBpedia 2014 release.
The evaluations are performed in addition to GS1, GS2, and GS3 also on GS3 subset GS3h that contains the "hard" entities -those with no type assigned in DBpedia 2014. We evaluated separately the STI and hSVM classifier and their combination using Multiplicative Scoring Rule (MSR) and its ASR variant. The results are presented in Table 6 .
STI, hSVM and their combinations
With respect to our individual approaches, STI outperforms all runs of the hSVM classifier including its combination with STI in the P exact measure, while hSVM has better results with regard to the hierarchical measures. The good STI result might be to certain extent influenced by existing type assignment in DBpedia, since the STI classifier exploits the co-occurrence information with types already in DBpedia. Also GS1 dataset was used to tune the TRADEOFF threshold affecting the results of STI prune . An unbiased evaluation on GS3h shows that indeed the hierarchical precision of STI drops below hierarchical SVM on this dataset.
With respect to the hSVM classifier, the improvement in all metrics for hSVM text , which uses both abstract and categories as input features, suggests that these sets of features are not redundant. What we have not evaluated is if a hSVM model built upon a merge of both feature sets would not provide even better results than building two models and merging them. Individually, the classifiers built upon the categories feature set perform slightly better than the ones built upon abstracts, but this difference is not statistically significant as the 95% Wilson confidence intervals for binomial probabilities for exact match overlap.
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The comparison between the baseline MSR approach hSVM text ST Iα and our additive variant hSVM add text ST Iβ shows that the additive version provides an improvement in hierarchical precision, but this is offset by even higher drop in the remaining metrics.
Selecting one final type with either α or β strategies is better in terms of all metrics than the vanilla MSR approach hSVM text , which uses all types with joint probability exceeding the threshold. 13 Since selecting one type per entity is preferred (DBpedia infobox-based framework and STI also assign one type) we therefore select hSVM text + ST Iα as the final approach. This corresponds to merge of the results of STI and hSVM algorithms rather than their fusion with linear opinion pool.
Overall, the hSVM approach can be used to assign type to entities unmatched by the lexicosyntactic patterns, but it does not improve -at least with the current version of the linear opinion pool fusion approach -the existing type assignments generated by the STI algorithm.
SDType
This section compares our approach to the stateof-the-art algorithm SDType described in Section 2.5.
We evaluated SDType on gold standard dataset GS2, which covers untyped instances in DBpedia 3.9 that were assigned a type with SDType. The evaluation statistics are provided in the bottom of Table 6 . Results on GS1 show that on this sample SDType is very reliable in selecting types with hierarchical precision very close to that of DBpedia. Hierarchical recall and F-measure have little meaning on GS1 for SDType since a criterion for selecting GS1 entities was the presence of a type assigned with SDType.
Our second evaluation was performed on GS3h containing randomly drawn articles from English Wikipedia that are untyped in DBpedia 2014. The hierarchical F-measure and the number of covered entities show that SDType assigned a type only to a very small number of instances compared to all other approaches. When SDType did assign the type, the hierarchical precision was on par with hSVM. Inspection of P exact on GS2 and GS3h evaluation shows that the specificity of types assigned by SDType is relatively low.
Overall, SDType completes a high number of untyped instances, but these are often instances without any Wikipedia page that were possibly created in DBpedia from Wikipedia "red links". In contrast, our algorithms require at least the abstract of categories to be present. Overall, this shows that SDType and our approach are highly complementary.
DBpedia
The entities in the gold standard GS3 were randomly selected from all the Wikipedia articles. The evaluation using GS3 thus provides the most objective evaluation of all approaches for type assignment.
For DBpedia type assignment to given entity we consider only the most specific DBpedia Ontology types, which is in-line with how our gold standard is constructed. First, we obtained all DBpedia Ontology types for given entity and next we selected the most specific types.
14 Overall, DBpedia has the best hierarchical precision. However, the results, presented in Table 7, perhaps surprisingly show that the lexicosyntactic patterns (LHD Core) provide exact types with higher precision than DBpedia (22% relative improvement in P exact ). We hypothesize that this is caused by some infoboxes being mapped in the 14 Out of 1021 DBpedia entities there was not any case with more than one specific type from DBpedia ontology namespace.
DBpedia extraction framework to higher-level types than is the most specific available type in the DBpedia ontology. This interpretation is supported by DBpedia having marginally higher hierarchical precision than LHD Core. Another possible reason contributing to LHD Core having higher exact precision than DBpedia is that it was easiest for annotators to base their type assignment on the first sentence of the article from which the LHD patterns extract the type.
The results on GS3 show that all our approaches combined achieve higher hierarchical F-measure and assign types to more entities than the DBpedia infobox-based DBpedia extraction framework. The GS3 dataset contains 331 entities untyped in DBpedia (out of which 50 do not exist in DBpedia 2014 at all). 15 Out of these entities composing the GS3h dataset, our combined approach is able to assign types to 197 entities (which is 70% of untyped instances existing in DBpedia).
There are two main reasons why our most universal hSVM approach was unable to type the remaining 30% of untyped instances: part of these instances did not have any abstract and categories in DBpedia and for some instances the type assignment was computed, but was not considered reliable enough given the precomputed threshold in Algorithm 6.
Comparison with other classifiers
In order to further ground (beyond the related work discussed in Subs. 2.6) the selection of SVMs with linear kernel as our base model, we performed a benchmark on all 58 datasets, which were used to train the individual SVM classifiers. Ten percent of each dataset was used for testing, the rest for training (stratified selection). The feature set was pruned by removing features with less than 0.1 standard deviation in each dataset.
No parameter tuning for any of the classifiers was performed, the default values from the RapidMiner 5 implementation 16 of the respective classifier was used:
• Ripper [31] : information gain criterion used, sample ratio=0.9, pureness=0.9, minimal prune benefit=0.25.
• SVM linear kernel: C=0.0, = 0.001, shrinking applied. • SVM RBF kernel: C=0.0, = 0.001, γ = 0.0, shrinking applied.
• SVM polynomial kernel: degree 3, = 0.001, C=0.0, γ = 0.0, shrinking applied.
• Logistic regression: dot kernel used, convergence = 0.001, C=1.0, value scaling applied.
The results depicted in Table 8 show that SVMs with linear kernels provide the best accuracy and at the same time have one of the smallest run times (aggregate for training and testing phase) on a core i5 2.6 GHz laptop with 16 GB of available memory running Open JDK 1.7. Our results are consistent with linear kernel being chosen for hierarchical classification of web content in Dumais and Chen [17] and by Liu et al. [15] .
STI: Tuning the tradeoff parameter
We performed parameter tuning of the STI algorithm's tradeoff constant on GS1 dataset and DBpedia 3.9. We executed the algorithm with tradeoff set to values ranging from 0.02 to 0.99 with step 0.01. Figure 4 shows that increasing value of this parameter improves hierarchical precision, which follows from more high level types surviving pruning. For the same reason, hierarchical recall drops as less types survive pruning. As a result, the hierarchical F-measure remains stable until around 0.8, with maximum having at tradeoff=0.6. Focusing Based on this examination, we suggest to set the value of the tradeoff parameter to 0.6.
Conclusion and Future Work
This article introduced a novel technique for inferring entity types in semantic knowledge graphs. The free text describing the entities is analyzed using algorithms from the two major directions of computational linguistics: lexico-syntactic analysis and statistical natural language processing.
The types extracted with lexico-syntactic patterns are processed with an unsupervised Statisti- During the course of the research, we were unable to find any resource that could be used for the evaluation of our algorithms providing an unbiased comparison with the accuracy of the DBpedia extraction framework. In response to this, we designed a new dataset using the commercial CrowdFlower crowdsourcing platform, which consists of more than 2.000 Wikipedia articles (DBpedia entities) that are assigned a type from the DBpedia 2014 Ontology. This dataset was made freely available along with the annotation guidelines under a Creative Commons license.
We evaluated the STI and hSVM algorithms and their fusion on the crowdsourced content and provide a comparison with DBpedia and its heuristics dataset, generated by the state-of-the-art SDType algorithm.
According to this evaluation we concluded that (1) the quality of types assigned with lexicosyntactic patterns from first sentence of Wikipedia articles is comparable to the quality of types inferred from information boxes by the DBpedia extraction framework, (2) the text categorization approach (hierarchical SVM) applied to the type inference problem has the highest recall of all but also the lowest precision (3) our approach has precision comparable to the state-of-the-art SDType algorithm while generating types for a largely different set of instances.
Notably, the hSVM approach requires as input only a free-text representation of the Wikipedia articles. Even the labeled data required to train the classifier for a particular language (i.e. DBpedia ontology types for at least some instances for each target class) can be obtained from Wikipedia's interlanguage links. The hSVM approach thus could serve as a starting point for populating type assignments in Wikipedia-based knowledge graphs for "smaller" languages or those with less development resources available.
As a future work, accuracy improvements could be gained by utilizing more sophisticated feature representation of the textual modality. A more involved enhancements would be replacement of the linear opinion pool with some meta machine learning approach such as stacking.
Resources for this article including the Inference dataset and the gold standard datasets are located at http://ner.vse.cz/datasets/ linkedhypernyms/.
